
BVI: Popular Choice for Emerging        
Managers & Efficient Structures

We predict that in 2022 BVI will continue to be the go to jurisdiction for clients who want a fast and efficient route to market. BVI 
continues to be very popular with emerging managers across Asia, EMEA and the Americas, with the BVI Approved Manager 
regime continuing to provide an excellent solution. We will be looking out in 2022 for the awaited tailored BVI regime for virtual 
asset service providers and continuing to advise clients on the regulatory perimeter and all aspects of regulatory compliance, 
as well as on developments across the regulatory framework. We also expect a continuing stream of M&A activity and related 
demand for regulatory due diligence projects and change of control applications in relation to licensees.
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The continuing impact of Covid-19 is clearly the big talking point for 2022, with several questions arising: will new variants emerge, 
what  steps  will  governments  take  to  limit  the  spread,  and  what  impact  will  it  have  on  industries? The regulatory landscape is 
continually evolving and 2022 will be no different. New legislation is expected across the board and will have an impact on investment 
funds, virtual assets and crypto currency, ESG, corporate restructuring as well as many other areas of law on which we act. 

Looking ahead to 2022, from our position as primarily offshore lawyers, we have identified some specific trends on the horizon for the 
benefit of all our clients – onshore counsel, banks, asset managers, trustees, corporates, insolvency practitioners and individuals. 

Please get in touch with your usual Walkers contact or any of the key individuals listed below if you want to discuss further.
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Lucy Frew
Partner - Cayman & BVI
T: +1 345 814 4676
E: lucy.frew@walkersglobal.com

Bermuda: Investment Business Act        
Will Bring New Requirements

The regulatory and risk advisory landscape is heating up for 2022 in Bermuda with a number of legal and regulatory changes 
on the horizon. The most significant will be the proposed changes to the Investment Business Act 2003, and associated rules 
and codes of practice (the “IBA”). In its current state, Bermuda-formed or incorporated persons are only required to be licensed 
where they are carrying on investment business activities from a place of business in Bermuda. However, as a result of the 
proposed legislative amendments to the IBA, all Bermuda-formed or incorporated persons who are carrying on investment 
business will be required to be licensed, and subject to full regulatory and supervisory oversight by the BMA or registered if 
they qualify for differing treatment under any other section of the modified framework.

Melanie Fullerton
Senior Associate - Bermuda
T: +1 441 242 1537
E: melanie.fullerton@walkersglobal.com



Guernsey: New Crypto Rules        
Expected in November

When crypto just started getting big and people were doing ICOs, the Jersey regulator produced a guidance note which led to 
some interesting activity in Jersey,  including some ICOs, crypto funds, and wider work with service providers, such as Binance. 
Guernsey has taken a more cautious approach to cryptoassets, but now that  the FATF has effectively said that regulators must 
either regulate virtual assets or ban them, Guernsey have said “we will regulate”. The law is being written now and the GFSC are 
designing the regulatory rules and licensing regime that will apply to virtual asset service providers (“VASPs”) in Guernsey.  We 
understand the intention is to have the licensing regime in place by the end of 2022, which could really change things for the 
jurisdiction. It is particularly relevant that the GFSC recently authorised Guernsey’s first Bitcoin fund.

Ireland: Plenty to Focus on as        
Regulatory Backdrop Develops

Developments during 2021, such as the EU Capital Requirements Directive updates and the new Investment Firms Directive 
and Regulation will continue to be bedded in.  Actions will also be driven by interventions of the Central Bank of Ireland (“CBI”) 
which has recently issued correspondence to firms in relation to Market Abuse, MiFID Suitability and Electronic Money.  While 
implementing ESG requirements and sustainability considerations will be important. The recent CBI cross industry guidance 
on outsourcing will apply a common standard across all regulated firms for the first time. We will also see firms continuing 
preparations for the introduction of the CBI’s Individual Accountability Framework and lenders will look out for changes to the 
retail credit regime. We see a continuing trend of payments and electronic money, as well as crypto, firms establishing in Ireland 
as firms look for an appropriate EU base.
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Cayman: Continued Growth in        
Clients and Projects

We predict a continuing stream of new client entrants to the jurisdiction requiring advice on the regulatory perimeter and 
licensing, and more regulatory approvals to follow the first ever regulated virtual assets service provider application approved 
by the Cayman Islands Monetary Authority, which Walkers’ Regulatory & Risk Advisory team handled. We also expect to see 
increased demand for regulatory advice for banking, securities, re/insurance and investment funds clients, with Cayman going 
from strength to strength as market leader. 2022 should see a continuing stream of M&A activity and related demand for 
regulatory due diligence projects and change of control applications. We also predict continued growth in the local financial 
services community as COVID has caused many to consider implementing substantive operations in the jurisdiction.

Lucy Frew
Partner - Cayman & BVI
T: +1 345 814 4676
E: lucy.frew@walkersglobal.com
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Jersey: Money Transmission          
Services a Hot Topic

We are increasingly being asked to advise on money transmission services, and the licensing regimes in Jersey and Guernsey. 
That is a hot topic at the moment, and we have been doing some interesting work with payment providers. We are also currently 
working on a number of crypto funds, particularly with managers in Singapore to take advantage of a Double Taxation Agreement 
which benefits Jersey-domiciled corporate structures managed in Singapore, where Walkers has had an office for many years. 
Jersey has a track record in this area – we launched the world’s first regulated Bitcoin investment fund in 2014 and Jersey was one 
of the first jurisdictions to adopt a regulatory regime for virtual currencies.
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Disclaimer
The information contained in this article is necessarily brief and general in nature and does not constitute legal or taxation advice. Appropriate legal or other professional advice should be 
sought for any specific matter.


